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include for comparison: Roerei [1] the best known method trained without
any Caltech images, and top performers Katamari [2] and SpatialPooling+ [6]. Our experiments show that, with the proper filter bank,
filtered channel features reach top detection quality.
Our results show that multiple filter bank families reach similar results;
this indicates that expanding the feature channels via filtering is the key step
for improving detection quality, while selecting the “perfect” filters is a secondary concern. Our results indicate that competitive results (over Caltech
and KITTI datasets) can be obtained using only HOG+LUV features. When
optical flow information is added we set the new state of the art for the Caltech dataset, reaching 17.1% MR (93% recall at 1 false positive per image).

Detection quality on Caltech test set

Figure 1: Integral channel feature detectors pool features via sums over rectangular regions. We can equivalently re-write this operation as convolution
with a filter bank followed by single pixel reads. We aim to answer: What
is the effect of selecting different filter banks?
Pedestrian detection is an active research area, with 1000+ papers published in the last decade, and well established benchmark datasets. It is considered a canonical case of object detection, and has served as playground
to explore ideas that might be effective for generic object detection. Although many different ideas have been explored, and detection quality has
been steadily improving [2], arguably it is still unclear how effective parts,
components, and features learning are for this task.
Current top performing pedestrian detection methods all point to an intermediate layer (such as max-pooling or filtering) between the low-level
feature maps and the classification layer [5, 6, 7]. In this paper we explore
the simplest of such intermediary: a linear transformation implemented as
convolution with a filter bank. We propose a framework for filtered channel features (see figure 1) that unifies multiple top performing methods
[1, 3, 5, 7], and that enables a systematic exploration of different filter bank
families.
It has been shown that using extra information at test time (such as
context, stereo images, optical flow, etc.) can boost detection quality. In
this paper we focus on the “core” sliding window algorithm using solely
HOG+LUV features. We consider context information and optical flow as
add-ons, included in the experiments section for the sake of completeness
and comparison with existing methods. Using only HOG+LUV features
we already reach top performance on the challenging Caltech and KITTI
datasets, matching results using optical flow and significantly more features.
The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
• We point out the link between ACF [4], ChnFtrs [3], SquaresChnFtrs [1, 2], InformedHaar [7], and LDCF [5]; and introduce
the “filtered channel features detectors” as a generalization of these
methods.
• We provide extensive experiments to enable a systematic analysis
of the filtered integral channels, covering aspects not explored by
related work. We report the summary of 65+ trained models.
• We show that top detection performance can be reached on Caltech
and KITTI using HOG+LUV features only. We report the best known
results on Caltech.
Figure 2 presents our key results on the Caltech test set. For proper comparison, only methods using the same training set should be compared. We
This is an extended abstract. The full paper is available at the Computer Vision Foundation
webpage.

Roerei 48.4%
ACF-Caltech 44.2%
MT-DPM 40.5%
SDN 37.9%
ACF+SDt 37.3%
SquaresChnFtrs 34.8%
InformedHaar 34.6%
ACF-Ours 32.6%
SpatialPooling 29.2%
Inf.Haar-Ours 27.0%
LDCF 24.8%
Katamari 22.5%
SpatialPooling+ 21.9%
LDCF-Ours 21.4%
InformedFilters 18.7%
RandomFilters 18.5%
Checkerboards 18.5%
All-in-one 17.1%
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Figure 2: Some top-performing methods for Caltech test set, and our results
(highlighted with white hatch, lower is better). Methods using optical flow
are trained on original Caltech except our All-in-one which uses Caltech10x. CaltechN× indicates Caltech10x for all methods but the original
LDCF [5].
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